
Personal, Social and Emotional Development  
 

We will spend lots of time talking and thinking about the things that 

make us special, recognising that we are all unique, amazing 

individuals! We will talk about the way we show we care about 

others. Throughout the term we will be developing our independence 

and making sure we can all confidently ask for help.  

                               Mathematics 
 

As we continue with our Essentials for Counting 

programme, we will be exploring number patterns and 

learning key number facts. Nursery will be focusing on 

securing their counting and developing the skill of 

subitising (instantly recognising how many there are in a 

small group without needing to count, for example with 

the spots on dice). Reception, meanwhile, will be 

developing their understanding of finding totals, using 

part-part-whole models to find the missing part and 

turning these calculations into written addition and 

subtraction facts. We will also be investigating shapes, 

recognising and naming common 2d and 3d shapes and 

then using this language throughout the day.   



Personal, Social and Emotional Development  
 

• Support your child in developing imagination and storytelling, 

building things using big cardboard boxes and pieces of fabric, 

or dressing up and pretending to be nurses, doctors or parents.  
 

• Talk to your child about how to stay safe when                            

crossing the road or playing in the park.  

                              Mathematics 
 

• We’ve been practicing our counting a lot in class, so 

building on this at home would be a huge help - you 

could count houses on the way to school, footsteps 

on the way to bed, shoes in the house, players on 

the team, objects in the shopping  trolley, claps, 

nods... Anything and everything you can think of! 
  

• Play board games with numbered squares together, 

and practice saying the names of the squares you 

land on together. Simple card games give lots of               

opportunities for practicing number names, too. 
 

• Go on a shape hunt at home or while you’re out and 

about - how many different shapes can you name? 


